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The core of the critique by Hayek et al. (2019) of our paper seems to be that by raising concerns about secondary impacts of emissions mitigation efforts, our study will hinder social and political efforts to reduce emissions. However, this is contrary to what we intend: to quote from the study: “In particular, it highlights the need for carefully designed mitigation policies for agriculture and land use, to ensure that progress towards climate stabilization and food security can be simultaneously achieved.” Nowhere in our paper do we suggest that delaying mitigation efforts is an option for the future.

Hayek et al. (2019) claim that our study is based on an inappropriate and opaque set of model ensembles and assumptions. While we understand concerns that using a large number of complex models does inherently reduce the transparency and replicability of the research, each of the models used is individually well-documented and established, and together these models have already been used in a number of published inter-comparisons on both agricultural climate impacts, and emissions mitigation. Our modelling approach, scenario settings and assumptions reflect state-of-the-art methods of modelling and analysis of these topics. Although all models have limitations, and our scenarios do not reflect either the full suite of future climate-related risks, nor all policy strategies for emissions mitigation, the study does offer valid, relevant insights into the complex nature of climate change impacts and mitigation.

(1) Hayek et al. (2019) raised five arguments, which we will address in turn. They first challenge that our model assessment is based on climatic means and does not represent the full suite of risks that climate change poses directly to agriculture, such as the impacts of extreme climate events. For clarification of the methods used, we used daily values of temperature and precipitation from climate models, bias-corrected and downscaled to 0.5 degree resolution, to drive process-based global
gridded crop growth models. Resulting yield changes by crop and nation were averaged (30-year means) and provided to economic models with coarser temporal and (in most cases) geographic resolution. We acknowledge that the approach misses several types of extreme events (e.g., hail, storm damage), and buffers inter-annual variability and the consequences thereof. Still, the approach reflects the capabilities of the economic models as a group. To represent a more complete picture of the threat of climate change on the agricultural sector, future improvement in economic models should address inter-annual variability in crop yields, stocks, and adaptation barriers, among other features.

(2) The second concern is that our study does not consider several other impacts of climate change through ozone pollution, pollination declines, or sea level rise. To represent a more complete picture of climate change impacts on the agricultural sector including these aforementioned aspects, future studies are needed. However, the effects of ozone on agricultural climate impacts are ambiguous, as indicated in the cited paper. Moreover, the impacts of sea level rise on food production would likely be limited at a global level, though it may significantly affect some regions. Accordingly, assessment of regional food security should consider such impacts. While the impacts of climate change on food production through pollination disturbance have been suggested by some studies recently, quantitative analyses at global scale has not yet been available.

(3) The third concern is that our findings were previously identified by earlier studies. However, the earlier studies mentioned by Hayek et al. were based on a single model. As we documented, the models are heterogeneous in structure, baseline scenario results, and climate impact responses. Increasing the number of models offers a more comprehensive picture of the research topics considered, thereby improving upon the existing literature.

(4) The fourth concern is that our assessment does not include taxation of the indirect emissions from meat production; in fact, our study does consider indirect GHG emissions from meat production. As indicated in the original paper, the assumed price on agricultural GHG emissions increases production costs according to modeled GHG emission intensity. This includes crops used as feed: livestock producers must therefore pay for the indirect GHG emissions from feed production. In the scenarios, the GHG emissions prices lead to increased prices and decreased
dietary consumption of both crop and livestock products, and also lead to a shift in
the composition of the consumer diet from animal products to crop-based products,
alleviating negative effects on global food security. However, the degrees to which
such changes in production, consumption, and prices are observed in the models
reflect that (i) crops and animal products are not perfect dietary substitutes, and
have differentiated price elasticities; and (ii) the future GHG emissions intensity is
not a fixed characteristic of either crop or animal commodity production.

(5) Finally, the fifth concern is that a uniform carbon tax does not reflect realistic
policies and is not in the spirit of Article 3 of the UNFCCC: that we implemented it
for utility and parsimony in modelling rather than for efficacy or fairness of the
envisaged policy. As is common practice in the integrated assessment modeling
literature, we implemented the climate change mitigation targets by putting a
global uniform GHG emissions price across all sectors and regions. Rather than
representing the complexities of policy-making, global uniform carbon prices are
used to represent economically efficient mitigation and its distribution across
sectors, regions, and time. We selected the approach not only for utility and
parsimony in modelling but also for efficiency and efficacy. We acknowledge that
such a policy can have undesirable aspects, such as impacts on vulnerable
populations. Still, exclusion of selected regions and/or sectors from the policy is
known to require larger and often very costly emissions reductions from the
remainder of the system to reach overall climate targets, and for ambitious
mitigation targets, such exemptions may put the mitigation goals out of reach\(^5\). We
agree that in reality, a wide range of policies has been implemented and discussed
for the land-use-related sectors, including investment in research and development,
subsidies for adoption of GHG-efficient agricultural practices, and supplementary
policies to target food security\(^6\). In this respect, further research is needed to
identify policy packages that could achieve climate mitigation targets while
avoiding the critical finding of our study.

Here, we want to re-emphasize that our findings on food security concerns should not be
used to delay emissions mitigation, but rather that mitigation efforts need to consider
possible unintended consequences. In this sense our article\(^2\) cautions against overly
simplistic implementation of climate mitigation policies and highlights the need for
differentiated, targeted solutions for agriculture and complementary measures for food
security.


